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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

Within the last decade, the high and continuing demand
for precise and base metals, as well as critical elements,
has prompted a global rush on a scale never before seen.
This eventually resulted in the demand for considerable
innovation and improvement in mineral deposit genetic
modelling and ore formation regimes for the many
different types of gold deposits, now recognized, and
paralleled by the wide employment of exploration
techniques and a rapid expansion of geological databases.

This Special Issue will show case studies of porphyry
polymetal systems, orogenic gold formations, water–rock
reaction, ore-forming structure evolution, mineralogy and
petrology of ore deposit, ore formation regime,
geochronology and geochemistry of ore deposit, ore-
forming evolution, mineral exploration and cutting-edge
technology in ore deposit study.

We invite contributions on mineralogy, petrology,
geochemistry, geochronology, and structure geology of
ore-deposit formation and mineral exploration across all
scales.  [...]

Prof. Dr. Liqiang Yang
Guest Editor
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Minerals welcomes submissions that report basic and
applied research in mineralogy. Research areas of
traditional interest are mineral deposits, mining, mineral
processing and environmental mineralogy. The journal
footprint also includes novel uses of elemental and
isotopic analyses of minerals for petrology, geochronology
and thermochronology, thermobarometry, ore genesis and
sedimentary provenance. Contributions are encouraged in
emerging research areas such as applications of
quantitative mineralogy to the oil and gas, manufacturing,
forensic science, climate change, geohazard and health
sectors.
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